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INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING THE WRITTEN TEST TO BE CONDUCTED 

1. The written test for the selection of teachers will be conducted at 10.00 am on 

Saturday July 10, 2021. 

2. This test shall be conducted ONLINE. Ensure uninterrupted internet connection 

during the time of the test. 

3.   The questions shall be of the multiple choice type (objective) in English) 

4. Questions shall be based on basic knowledge in Mathematics, Science, Languages, 

General Knowledge etc. 

 

5. Instructions - Candidate Login Page  

URL: http://ernakulameducationcouncil.com/exam/ 

 

Login User Name 

Candidate need to use either their e-mail Address or Mobile Phone Number              

[10 Digit] which was given in the Application Form submitted to the Archdiocesan 

Corporate Education Agency. 

Password 

Your password will be the Registration Number provided by the Archdiocesan 

Corporate Education Agency i.e. the Receipt Number given from the office.  

 

Format of Password: 

  If your Registration No.  is of  One digit, eg :- "2", you need to add three ZEROS as prefix like 

"0002".  

 If your registration No. is of Two digits, eg:- "34", you need to add two ZEROS as prefix like 

"0034". 

If  your registration No. is of Three digits, eg:-"495", you need to add one ZERO as prefix like   

"0495". 

If your registration No. is of Four digit, eg:- "4897". You don't need to add ZERO as prefix 

the password will be the same - "4897". 



 

Read the Terms & Conditions and confirm that by clicking the check box below it.  

 

Once you have successfully logged in, the Questions will appear, each question will 

have 25 seconds of time to respond. If you have not attempted a question within the 25 

seconds of time, next question will be automatically displayed. The Question 

disappeared can't be attended after that. Once you select the answer it will 

automatically move the next question within the 25 seconds of time or you can click 

SUBMIT to move to next question. If you don't know the answer of a particular question 

you can SKIP that particular question and it will move to next question. Skipped 

Question can't be attended after that. 

 

6. Only those who have submitted the application by post please contact our office 

immediately to receive the Registration Number (10.30 am to 12.30 pm on working 

days) 

 

7. There will be a Trial Test on July 6th 2021, Tuesday at 3.00 pm. 

 
 
 
 
               Sd/- 
 
      Fr. Paul Chittinappilly 
       Corporate Manager                                     
                                         
 


